The Fifth Annual Winkie Oz Convention

August 17, 1968, home of C. Warren and Edith Hollister, Santa Barbara, California
Chaired by Frederick Patten
Theme: The Oz stories of Ruth Plumly Thompson
Winners of the Costume Contest
Kevin Harris as Ojo and Noelle Harris as Aunt Em
Winner of the Winkie Quiz
June Moffat
After the Pan-PacifiCon bid by Fred Patten, John and
Bjo Trimble, David and Katya Hulan, and Al Lewis
to hold the 1968 World Science Fiction Convention
in Los Angeles lost to Berkeley, California’s bid at
1967’s WorldCon, the plan to hold the 1968 Winkie
OzCon at Pan-PacifiCon was abandoned. At the 1967
Winkie Convention, Warren Hollister had offered
Fred Patten the use of the Hollisters’ new home as
the 1968 Winkie Convention site if the World Science Fiction Convention plan didn’t work out. Since

it didn’t, the Hollister home welcomed Winkie attendees. Warren Hollister displayed his excellent collection of first edition Oz and Baum books and gave
a talk on Ruth Plumly Thompson’s Oz books. Ruth
Berman spoke about Thompson’s book The Curious Cruise of Captain Santa. Notable attendees were
Baum family members and a larger than usual number
of children. The first Winkie Costume Parade around
the Hollister pool was the highlight of the convention.
Oz games were played.

Convention report published in The Baum Bugle, Christmas 1968.

My Tin Woodman costume was made of discarded pool cover material. But of more interest, in
the photo to the left, is Brenda Baum (widow of Harry Baum) with the Sign of the Goose carving from
the Macatawa summer home.
—Dick Rutter
Many of my Winkie memories involve the pleasure of helping with the auctions, but what pops into
my mind immediately is how much I miss some of
the Winkies we’ve lost. Claude Cain was especially
warm and welcoming when I first attended, as was
Fred Otto. I remember Fred Otto’s taking me to my
first Winkie Convention. (Dick Rutter was the Tin
Woodman that year, if I recall correctly.) Fred took
me on a glorious tour of Yosemite that I’ll never
forget. Another favorite Fred Otto memory is of
his regaling us at Wawona with one of his original,
somewhat naughty non-Oz poems. Something about
“Pudgy, pink, petulant Claude”! I loved the silly
poem, and I loved Fred.
—Robin Olderman

The first time I attended Yosemite was in 1978
and Robyn (my daughter) was in high school; now
she has a son of her own in high school. It was a
great time and we actually won the scavenger hunt
even though I had not read all the books! The prize
was an Oz map pillow. Later we ended up driving
the creator of the prize pillow back to her apartment
in San Francisco. It has always been easy to make
new friends with this group!
—Louis Rhodes

I was the cake lady for years. I’d have to drive
to Fresno to pick up the cake, put it in the back seat
propped up so it wouldn’t shift, then drive up 40,
concerned about the cake. Sometimes Bronson Pinchot and Kevin Harris were with me. They’d talk
about their plans for their futures. And then when we
arrived at the convention there was everyone standing on the steps at Wawona, saying, “Oh, good, the
cake’s arrived!” They were happier to see the cake
than they were to see me.
—Langley Brookes Brandt

I was tapped to play the Comfortable Camel in a
production of The Yellow Knight of Oz. This was a fun
show because it was part people and part puppets! Since
I don’t look much like a camel, I decided I’d better perform him as a puppet. The handy part about my puppet is
that I didn’t have to duck my head down. Instead, I had a
somewhat-see-through purple cloth thrown over my head,
and it became the hump. (Robin Hess, observing that a
camel’s hump is made up mostly of fat, started calling me
a fathead.) The camel puppet was pretty cool, but after the
show was over, my arm felt like it had been stuck in a real
camel for a couple of hours—or so I would imagine.
—Eric Gjovaag

Another vivid memory is the year Chris Sterling
brought his production of The Yellow Knight of Oz (in
which I played the Sultan of Samandra) to the convention.
At one point, I forgot a line and turned to the enormous
puppets upstage, asking them for my line. Nothing was
forthcoming! Fonder memories were Chris’s production
of the Jell-O Radio Plays (in which I played several roles)
and my slide presentation of L. Frank’s and Maud’s 1906
trip to Egypt with appropriate music and costume. In spite
of getting lost in the woods numerous times over the years
I attended, I grew to love the setting at Asilomar right on
the ocean outside the dining hall.
—David Moyer

board for the Oz Club’s creation. Michael O. Riley
explored “Ozma of Oz and the Foundation of the Oz
Series” in a centennial tribute to that book. Each attendee also received an audio cd of Judy Bieber reading Ozma of Oz and an Oz lunchbox decorated with
illustrations by Eric Shanower. A quick visual history
of the Oz Club was presented. Eric Gjovaag conducted the children’s auction. Stan Sieler, assistant to the
Wizard of Oz, performed sleight-of-hand. Mark Masterson, Anna Warren Boersig, and Ray Boersig dis-

cussed their photo-based comic book series Dorothy.
Eric Shanower gave a presentation on his Oz projects,
both amateur and professional. Peter Hanff and Bill
Thompson led a seminar on collecting Oz. Stan Sieler
performed feats of magic. A videotape of a presentation by Gregory Maguire, author of the Wicked series,
was screened. The L. Frank Baum Memorial Award
was presented to Nancy Tystad Koupal in absentia.
The auctioneer was Bill Thompson.

Attendance was almost 120.
Convention report published in The Baum Bugle, Autumn 2007.
Many memories arise when I recall the eleven Winkie Conventions I’ve attended
in my life: new and old friends met, rare treasures acquired, fascinating lectures heard,
charmingly inept plays mounted. But my most visceral remembrances are of the increasingly peculiar meals that Asilomar concocted over the years. The nadir, perhaps,
was the squid sandwich. I mean, really.
—Atticus Gannaway

Dessert was Magic Cookie Bars, but nothing magical seemed to happen when we ate
them. Except we wanted more.
—Laura Gjovaag

I still can’t believe that I had actually flown two planes from
Australia to America (with a four-hour stop in Guangzhou) . . .
and was actually going to attend a Winkie Convention. . . . It was
all so surreal . . . I could not believe how lucky I was . . .
—Sam Milazzo

I haven’t been coming to Winkies long, but from the
first, I felt very much welcomed. My first memory—and
certainly the one that has been the bellwether for all my
Winkie experiences—was Peter Hanff introducing himself at my first Winkies dinner.
He made sure I sat with him at dinner—and at
breakfast the next morning—and he regaled me with
many Winkies stories and made me feel very special.
After those first two meals, many Winkies came and in-

troduced themselves, and I soon made my first of many
Winkies friends.
Were it not for Peter and his great sense of hospitality I might have felt adrift in this sea of strangers. Instead, I found a new group of friends and a family of
fellow Oz lovers. I have many other Ozzie memories
from Winkies, but this was the one that opened the door
to all the others.
—Caroline Spector

